A Source Routing Based Link Protection Method for Link Failure in SDN
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Abstract—The link failure recovery process may introduce large delay and serious packet loss in SDN because the failure has to be handled by remote controller. In recent years, several link protection methods have been put forward to solving this problem using preplanned backup paths, and avoiding the involvement of remote controller. However, it may need large quantities of flow entries to build these backup paths and complex mechanism to keep them active, and may cause congestion during rerouting process. In order to solve these problems, this paper proposes a source routing based link protection method in SDN. With predefined backup paths for every link, our method uses source routing to control the flow’s route and steers the packet into backup path through updating the source routing header when link failure happens. Through implementation and evaluation, it is shown that this method can significantly reduce the overhead to build and maintain backup paths because we store the route information in the packet’s header instead of flow entries installed in switch. And with flexibly and dynamically backup path planning, this method can achieve better congestion avoidance in the backup path during rerouting process comparing to previous methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When link failure happens, switch has to depend on the remote controller to handle the failure and compute a new path for the interrupted flow because of the separation of control plan and data plan in SDN. Due to the delay between switch and controller, the failure recovery process may introduce heavy packet loss and thus cause service interruption. In order to solve this problem, predefined backup paths are used to reroute the interrupted flow avoiding the involvement of remote controller so that it can reduce the failover time in SDN. Path protection is the method which uses end-to-end backup paths and may cause packet loss of the flow on the fly. Therefore, an improved version of path protection called link protection or segment protection is put forward. It builds backup paths for every link along the working path so that the switch adjacent to the failure node can perform local link failure recovery and further reduce the failover time and packet lose when failure occurs.

Through experiments and simulations, it can be demonstrated that link protection method can significantly reduce the failure recovery time in SDN and meet the demand of carrier grade network. However, it also has some disadvantages: First, it needs large quantities of flow entries to build backup paths and complex mechanism to keep them active; second, the preplanned backup paths once constructed are hard to be modified or adjusted according to the network status so that it may cause congestion during rerouting process. So a dynamic and flexible link protection method is needed.

In order to solve the problems of link protection methods mentioned above, this paper proposes a source routing based link protection method which can significantly reduce the overhead to build backup paths and realize dynamically and flexibly backup path planning according to the network status. Our method uses source routing to control packet’s behavior at the edge of network and steers packet into backup path through updating the packet’s source routing header. With source routing SDN, we store the packet’s route in the source routing header rather than the flow entries installed in switches, so that it can significantly reduce the number of entries to build paths. Furthermore, source routing also provides the ability to flexibly control the packet’s behavior through programming the source routing header rather than the flow entries along the working path. Thus, with our method, we can easily modify, delete and reconstruct the packet’s route without touching the switches and their flow entries. So it can provide flexibly and fast backup path constructing according to the network status and therefore avoid the congestion problem of backup path, which has been ignored by most of link failure recovery methods.

II. RELATED WORKS

Link failure recovery is one of the hot topics in SDN. There are two mechanisms to handle the link failure: reactive and proactive. The typical reactive method is fast path restoration proposed in [1]. With this method, the switch informs the controller of topology change event. The controller computes and installs the new path for the interrupted flows. Besides, authors of [1] also propose an improved version of fast path restoration called “predetermined restoration”. Different from fast restoration, the backup paths are preplanned with priorities and controller can pick a proper backup path for the disrupted flows. The main short coming of reactive method is the failure handling process is depend on the remote controller and hard to meet the requirement of recovery time in carrier grade network.
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To overcome the disadvantages of reactive methods, proactive methods use static predefined backup paths to reroute the interrupted flows without involvement of the controller. And the key of the proactive methods is a handover mechanism which can disable the flow entries of old paths and then automatically put the backup path’s flow entries into use. Before the Openflow v1.4, there are no such mechanisms but entry expiry timer as “idle time out” and “hard time out”. So in order to realize fast proactive link failure, [2] proposes a method called “Auto-Reject” which can detect the link failure and disable the flow entries. In [3], authors put forward a flow entry expiry mechanism to automatically delete the entries of old path when link failure occurs. In [4], authors use Openstate to monitor the packet and switch ports state and reallocate flows to new paths when switch port is down. Openflow v1.4 provides a fast failover mechanism itself through instantiating multi action list for the same flow entry and applying them according to the link status [5].

Based on these handover mechanisms above, several proactive methods have been put forward. In order to minimize the failure recovery time, the authors of [2] propose an improvement of path protection called segment protection. In this scheme, backup paths are planned on every hop instead of end-to-end, so that flow can be rerouted at local switch adjacent to the fail link and achieve shorter failure recovery time. However, segment protection needs large quantities of flow entries to build these paths and complex mechanism to keep them active.

In order to reduce the number of flow entry to build backup paths, authors of [6] put forward a novel design of SDN network. They abstract network into two planes: working plane and transient plane. The flow is transmitted through working plane when network is normal. And transient plane is consisted of links which can be shared among different backup paths so that the number of flow entries to build backup paths is reduced. When link failure happens, packet can be handed to the transient plan through inserting a tag into the packet header. But it still needs many flow entries to build transient plane and still hard to avoid congestion during rerouting process.

The authors of [7] propose a backup path optimization method which put the link utilization into consideration. Flows from different input links are split among different backup paths so that it can avoid the congestion in backup paths. Although using the optimized backup paths can reduce the possibility of congestion, but it needs too many flow entries to build multi backup paths for every link and still lacks of flexibility as the backup paths are static planned.

In [4], authors propose a multi path rerouting method based on Openstate. This method improves the segment protection with planning multi-backup paths at every hop and splitting flows among these paths to solve the congestion problem. With an optimization model, this method can significantly reduce the possibility of congestion, but is still static planned and need too many flow entries to build backup paths.

A source routing based method called SlickFlow is proposed in [8]. It encodes all the backup paths into the packet header. When link failure occurs, switch looks up the backup path and reroute the packet. Obviously, this method may introduce large overhead to the packet header.

In summary, there is no link protection method that can provide fast failure recovery ability and flexibly backup path planning ability with a low overhead for now. And the main reason of that is the tight bound of flow and the path it transmits in SDN. In our method, we use source routing to separate the flow and its path so that it can achieve congestion aware fast link failure with a very low overhead.

III. SOURCE ROUTING BASED SDN

A. Packet Header Encoding

Recent years, source routing SDN has attracted a lot of attention as it can reduce the number of entries used in SDN without losing the programmability of flows at the same time [9]-[11]. However, there is no source routing mechanism in the latest Openflow, so in this paper we modify the VLAN tag of 802.1q to realize source routing. The vlan_id field is used to encode route information.

In source routing SDN, the next hop of packet is presented as output port ID which is encoded in vlan_id(VID) field as figure 1 shows:

```
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Figure 1. Packet header encoding.
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Figure 2. Packet header programming.

The length of VID field in VLAN tag of 802.1q is 12bit so that it can support $2^{12}$ of next hops at most. As figure 1 shows, to form the complete route information, it has to nest several VLAN tags into the packet’s header. Then switch outputs the packet through matching the VID field of the outer most VLAN tag and deletes the outer most tag after matching.

B. Source Routing Based SDN
Source routing SDN mainly has three functions: packet header programming, packet forwarding and packet steering.

1) Packet header programming

Packet header programming assembles the packet’s source routing header with VLAN tags introduced in 3.1 according to the flow entries and action-list preinstalled by controller as figure 2 shows:

With the Push_vlan_tag action provided by Openflow, switch can nest several VLAN tags to the header of the packet so that the route information is formed.

2) Packet forwarding

Packet forwarding process forwards the packet according to the next hop information formed in packet header programming process as figure 3 shows:

Through matching the VID field, switch finds the proper port to output the packet and delete the outer most VLAN tag in packet’s header with Pop_VLAN_Tag action provided by Openflow.

3) Packet steering

Packet steering steers the packet to a new path through updating the source routing header as figure 4 shows:

When link failure occurs, packet is sent to the fast failover group table and switch modifies the status of the original port according to the failure detection result. Then similar to the packet header programming process, switch update the old packet header with a new one through pop and push VLAN tags according to the predefined action list so that packet can be transmitted along a new path.

IV. SOURCE ROUTING BASED LINK PROTECTION

A. Procedures of the Method

There are two procedures in the proposed method: backup path planning and fast failure recovery.

1) Backup path planning

In the backup path planning procedure, controller computes and builds backup paths for every link of the working path according to the network status information gathered from switches and other devices as figure 5 shows:

The function of the flow entries which are installed by controller in the backup path planning procedure is updating the packet’s source routing header. The backup path planning procedure is performed to find the best backup path according to the network status so as to avoid congestion when rerouting the interrupted flows into backup path. The principles to build these backup paths are introduced in 4.3.

2) Fast failure recovery

The fast failure recovery procedure is performed at the switch adjacent to the failure node without the involvement of remote controller so that it can minimize the time of fast failover. The architecture of this procedure is shown in figure 6.

With flow entries installed in backup path planning procedure, switch adjacent to the failure node can change the packet’s header through popping and pushing a sequence of VLAN headers and then transmit the modified packet through the backup path. Therefore, the local fast failure recovery is performed and the packet can bypass the failure link.

B. Examples

In this section, we carry out an example to explain our method. Consider a network like figure 7. The working path is $S \rightarrow D \rightarrow T$ which is from source node $S$ to destination node $T$. At the backup path planning procedure, controller build backup path $S \rightarrow A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow T$ for
link \( S \rightarrow D \) and backup path \( D \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow T \) for link \( D \rightarrow T \). When network is normal, the source routing header of packet can be presented as “11” for the simplicity, which is the sequence of the output ports. We presume that link failure happens at link \( D \rightarrow T \).

At node S, the source routing header of the packet is formed as “11”. Then S checks this source routing header and outputs the packet through port 1. At the same time, it deletes the outermost VLAN tag which is “1” and the packet’s source routing header changes to “1”.

At node D, the source routing header of the packet is “1”. Then D checks this header and finds out that port 1 is down so that it hands the packet to the fast failover group which is installed at backup path planning procedure. According to these flow entries, the packet’s source routing header changes from “1” to “310” which represents the backup path \( D \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow T \) through popping and pushing VLAN tags. At last, the packet is checked again and transmitted through port 3.

C. Backup Path Planning

Let’s defined the following parameters:

| \( B \) | The set of backup paths which are selected; |
| \( F \) | The set of flows need to reroute; |
| \( D_{sd} \) | The set of paths from s to d; |
| \( e_{ij}^{p} \) | Indication function which is equal to 1 if link \((i,j)\) belongs to path \( p \), and 0 otherwise; |
| \( f_{p}^{b} \) | Indication function which is equal to 1 if path \( p \) is selected in \( B \), and 0 otherwise; |
| \( c_{i} \) | The available bandwidth of link \((i,j)\); |
| \( o \) | The fail point \( o \); |
| \( f_{i} \) | The flow \( i \); |
| \( c(f_{i}) \) | The bandwidth demand of flow \( f_{i} \); |

In some link protection methods, the backup paths are shortest path from the failure recovery node to the destination node. However, the available bandwidth provided by backup path may not sufficient to reroute the interrupted flows so that causes congestion in the backup path. This is the congestion problem of the link failure recovery which has been ignored by most of the link protection methods. In order to solve this problem, we put the available bandwidth into consideration when planning the backup paths. We introduce the parameter \( \gamma \) \( (\gamma \geq 1) \) and lower bound of the available bandwidth provided by backup path as \( \gamma \sum_{i} c(f_{i}) \). Then we formalized the backup path planning problem as a linear integer programming problem as follows:

\[
\min \sum_{p} e_{ij}^{p} f_{p}^{b}
\]

\[
st \min \{ e_{ij}^{p} f_{p}^{b} c_{i} \} \geq \gamma \sum_{i} c(f_{i}) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\sum_{i} e_{ij}^{p} = 0, \forall p \in D_{sd}, \forall i \in N \quad (3)
\]

\[
\sum_{(i,j)} e_{ij}^{p} \leq 1, \forall p \in D_{sd}, \forall (i,j) \in E \quad (4)
\]

\[
\sum_{i} e_{ij}^{p} \leq 2, \forall i \in N, \forall p \in D_{sd}, \forall (i,j) \in E \quad (5)
\]

The target function demonstrates that we want to find a shortest path from the recovery node to the destination node. And this path should satisfy the lower bound of the available bandwidth which is represented by formula (1). Also, the backup path should not contain the failure node which is guaranteed by formula (2). Formula (4) and (5) represent that backup path is loop free.

To solve the problem above, we propose a modified Dijkstra algorithm with two procedures. The first procedure of the algorithm deletes the link which can’t provide sufficient available bandwidth as line 1 shows. The second procedure of the algorithm finds the shortest path as normal Dijkstra algorithm does, which is shown in line 2–17.

Algorithm ModifiedDijkstra(graph, start, destin, bandW)

1: \( \) graph = deleteLinks(graph,bandW)
2: for \( i = 0 \) to number of nodes do
3: \( \) pathList.add(start)
4: \( \) pathList.add(i)
5: \( \) pathListMap.put(i,pathList)
6: end for
7: for \( bridge = 0 \) to number of nodes do
8: \( \) for next = 0 to number of nodes do
9: \( \) if startTo(bridge)+getLength(bridge,next)<startTo(next) then
10: \( \) path = pathListMap.get(next)
11: \( \) bridgePath = pathListMap.get(bridge)
12: \( \) path.clear()
13: \( \) path.addAll(bridgePath)
14: \( \) path.add(next)
15: \( \) end if
16: \( \) end for
17: \( \) end for

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. Implementation

In order to verify the efficiency of our method, we build our method on an online test bed supported by SDNLAB.
The test bed is consisted of a software controller installed in Ubuntu and software openflow-enabled switches. The controller used is Opendaylight Desktop Litmus and the switch used is Open vSwitch. We realize the source routing SDN and carry out experiments on failure recovery time.

For the sake of demonstration, we compare our method with path protection and segment protection. In the path protection, the recovery time consists of three parts as (6) shows:

\[ T_{\text{recovery}} = T_{\text{detection}} + T_{\text{propaganda}} + \sum_f T_{\text{handover},f} \]  

(6)

The \( T_{\text{detection}} \) is the failure detection time and the \( T_{\text{propaganda}} \) is the time for informing the source node of the link failure. \( T_{\text{handover},f} \) is the time to activate the backup path of flow \( f \) in switch. In the segment protection, the recovery time consists of two parts as (7) shows:

\[ T_{\text{recovery}} = T_{\text{detection}} + \sum_f T_{\text{handover},f} \]  

(7)

In the method we propose, the recovery time can be presented as (8):

\[ T_{\text{recovery}} = T_{\text{detection}} + \sum_f T_{\text{update},f} \]  

(8)

The \( T_{\text{update},f} \) is the time to activate the backup path and modify the source routing header of flow \( f \) in switch. The \( T_{\text{update},f} \) may larger than the \( T_{\text{handover}} \) as the former has to perform additional actions to modify the packet’s header. However, in the open vSwitch we carry out evaluation, the difference is very small even the packet number is very large. In our experiments, we use out-of-band control mode and four matrix topologies with different scale to evaluate the recovery time of three methods. We use in-net failure detection method introduced by [12] which can achieve a detection time below 5ms. And the result is shown in figure 8.

B. Flow Entry Consumption

In this section, we evaluate the flow entry consumption of our method in the worst case and compare our method with segment protection and the ITP method proposed in [6]. Consider an \( n \times n \) matrix network like figure 9 shows.

\[ F_{\text{segment protection}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (N_{i,j} \times M_{n,i,j}) \]  

(9)

And \( N_{i,j}, M_{n,i,j} \) can be expressed by (10) and (11):

\[ N_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 2j + 4i - 4; j < 3 \\ 4i + 4j - 8; j \geq 3 \end{cases} \]  

(10)

\[ M_{n,i,j} = (n-i+1)(n-j+1) \sigma_{i,j}; \sigma_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 8, \text{if } j \neq 1, i \neq j \\ 4, \text{if } i = 1 \text{ or } i = j \end{cases} \]  

(11)

In independent transient plane (ITP) method, the total number of flow entries can be presented as (12)–(14):

\[ F_{\text{ITP}} = F_{\text{working path}} + F_{\text{transient plane}} \]  

(12)

\[ F_{\text{transient plane}} = n^2 \times [2n^2 + n - 2] \]  

(13)

\[ F_{\text{working path}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{i} [(i + j - 1) \times M_{n,i,j}] \]  

(14)

In the method we propose, the total flow entries can be expressed as (15):

\[ F_{\text{SR-SDN}} = F_{\text{working path}} + F_{\text{transient plane}} \]  

(15)
In the source routing schema, flow entries that find right port to output packet can be shared by all working paths. So the flow entries needed to build working paths can be presented as (16):

$$F_{\text{working\_path}} = n^2 \times p$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$p$ is the number of ports in every switch. As discussed in III, we construct one backup path for every link and it needs one flow entry to update the packet’s header at every hop. So the flow entries to build backup paths can be presented as (17):

$$F_{\text{backup\_path}} = \sum_{i=2}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{i} [(i + j - 1) \times M_{n, i, j}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

So the total flow entries of three methods is shown in figure 10.

![Figure 10. Total flow entries in n*n network.](image)

It can be seen that our method has the minimal flow entry consumption among three methods and the advantage is expanding with the incensement of network scale. And the improvement of ITP and SR-SDN compared to segment protection is shown in figure 11. It can be demonstrated that our method can realize less flow entry overhead compared to ITP.

![Figure 11. Improvement of flow entries compared to segment protection.](image)

### C. Dynamic Backup Path Planning Evaluation

To evaluate the benefit of dynamic backup path planning, we derive simulations on OMNET++ with INET. We use 5*5 matrix network and SDN structure introduced in [13]. Every edge node of the network connects to a host which randomly sent packets to another. And the interval of packet arrival follows exponential distribution with $\lambda = 0.2$. The backup path planning process is conducted every 0.1s. The max transmit rate of switch is 1Mbps. We execute simulations of SR-SDN and segment protection, and record the link utilization of backup path during the simulation. The average link utilization of backup path during rerouting process can be reduced as 35.2% which is shown in figure 12.

![Figure 12. The CDF of backup path’s link utilization.](image)

From the Figure 12, it can be seen that comparing to the static planned backup path, dynamically planned backup path according to network status using source routing can significantly reduce the possibility of congestion during rerouting process. At the same time, with the improvement of the link utilization, the delay of the rerouted packet is also decreased and the result is shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. The CDF of the packets’ delay.](image)

As figure 13 shows, through choosing the less congestion backup path, the average delay of rerouted packet can be reduced 12.1% compared to segment protection.

In summary, comparing to the exists SDN link protection methods, the link protection method based on source routing SDN proposed by us can significantly reduce the flow entry consumption and realize flexible and dynamical backup path planning so as to avoid congestion problem during rerouting process.

### VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a source routing based link protection method for link failure in SDN. Compared with other failure recovery methods used in SDN, it mainly has three advantages: First, it can perform local link failure recovery so that the time consumption is much less than 50ms; Second, it can realize fast link failure recovery with a very low flow entry consumption; Third, it can easily realize flexible and dynamic backup path planning according to network status. Finally, through evaluations and simulations,
it can be concluded that the method proposed in this paper can achieve better performance than the latest failure recovery methods. In the next step research, we will address the detail issues during the implementation process and explore the application of source routing SDN in other fields.
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